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Abstract

We announce the availability of the Xplor-NIH software package for NMR biomolecular structure determination. This package

consists of the pre-existing XPLOR program, along with many NMR-specific extensions developed at the NIH. In addition to many

features which have been developed over the last 20 years, the Xplor-NIH package contains an interface with a new programmatic

framework written in C++. This interface currently supports the general purpose scripting languages Python and TCL, enabling

rapid development of new tools, such as new potential energy terms and new optimization methods. Support for these scripting

languages also facilitates interaction with existing external programs for structure analysis, structure manipulation, visualization,

and spectral analysis.

� 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The XPLOR [1] and follow-on CNS [2] packages

have proven highly popular for biomolecular structure

determination using NMR spectroscopy and crystal-

lography. XPLOR was initially derived from the gen-

eralized molecular dynamics and minimization program

CHARMM [3], and in its initial applications to both

NMR [4–9] and X-ray [10] structure determination,

XPLOR was referred to as the CRAY-optimized version
of CHARMM (Br€uunger, unpublished). Both the origi-

nal XPLOR program and CNS are no longer in active

development. Moreover, CNS lacks many NMR-spe-

cific features which have been recently developed at the

NIH (i.e., post-1998 developments including the work in

[11–19]), and incorporated into the internal NIH version

of XPLOR which we call Xplor-NIH. Therefore, we

have sought to distribute Xplor-NIH for research pur-
poses, by reaching an agreement with the Accelrys cor-

poration, which currently owns the XPLOR program.

The agreement, now in place, allows us to distribute

Xplor-NIH in its entirety (in both source and executable
formats) freely to academic users, as well as to distribute

freely to industrial users those portions of Xplor-NIH

developed solely at the NIH.

Xplor-NIH is a generalized package for biomolecular

structure determination from experimental NMR data

combined with known geometric data. This is achieved

by seeking the minimum of a target function comprising

terms for the experimental NMR restraints, covalent
geometry and non-bonded contacts using a variety of

minimization procedures including molecular dynamics

in Cartesian and torsion angle space, Monte Carlo

methods and conventional gradient-based minimization.

Xplor-NIH was originally derived from XPLOR

version 3.851 and contains all of the functionality

therein. However, Xplor-NIH incorporates numerous

completely new features designed to render its overall
architecture highly flexible and to foster the rapid and

easy development of new and improved functionality.

These new features comprise the following:

• A number of additional NMR-specific features

related to refinement against NMR observables

[11,12,19] not included in XPLOR 3.851, as well as
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a variety of knowledge-based database potentials of
mean force [13,15,18].

• A reduced variable dynamics module which permits

completely generalized minimization and molecular

dynamics in torsion angle and Cartesian coordi-

nate space, as well as the effective treatment of rigid

bodies [16].

• An entirely new overall framework to allow Xplor-

NIH extensions to be written in C++.
• Interfaces between the C++ framework and the Py-

thon and TCL scripting languages which provide

more flexible alternatives to the legacy XPLOR

scripting language.

• A direct interface to the VMD-XPLOR visualization

package [14].

We note that despite the numerous additions and

modifications present in Xplor-NIH, great care has been
taken to ensure that old XPLOR scripts still run as ex-

pected. CNS scripts can also be run with very minor

modifications.

The structure of the paper is as follows. We first re-

view the features of Xplor-NIH which are particularly

useful in NMR structure determination, including the

various energy terms associated with NMR experiments.

Section 3 describes the C++ framework and its rela-
tionship to XPLOR�s FORTRAN code, and Section 4

then discusses the advantages of modern general pur-

pose scripting languages, and Xplor-NIH�s current in-

terfaces to the Python and TCL languages. Following

this are short sections on regression testing of the

package and on availability of the software.

2. Overview of XPLORs NMR functionality

Xplor-NIH contains many general purpose tools to

generate and manipulate molecular structures. Protein

and nucleic acid structures, including bond and angle

definitions can be generated from sequence-only infor-

mation, and the coordinate statement can be used to

read and write (somewhat nonstandard) PDB structure
coordinate files. Trajectory statements are used to read

and write coordinate time series, generated, for example,

by molecular dynamics runs. Once coordinates are

generated it is straightforward to manipulate them with

the aid of XPLOR�s powerful atom selection language.

Commonly performed tasks including fitting one struc-

ture to another based on a subset of atoms (such as a-
carbons) and calculating average coordinates from an
ensemble. These items are covered in depth in the

XPLOR manual [1].

Optimizing the atomic coordinates such that they

match the NMR observables can be achieved using a

number of methods. In Cartesian coordinates Xplor-

NIH provides Powell gradient minimization, and

supports molecular dynamics simulated annealing opti-

mization using the Verlet dynamics facility. In addition,
it supports rigid-body minimization. However, more

recently, we have found the internal variable module

(IVM) [16] to be a more efficient and flexible facility for

dynamics and optimization of atomic coordinates. The

IVM allows one to perform dynamics and optimization

in torsion angle coordinates and also allows for rigid-

body optimization, or mixed cases in which there are

some free atoms, some rigid regions, and other regions
in which torsion angle are allowed to vary [16,17]. More

exotic internal coordinates can also be defined in the

IVM. For example, one can allow bond angles to vary in

addition to torsion angles in a fashion which is appro-

priate for ring pucker (e.g., proline rings in proteins and

sugar rings in nucleic acids and carbohydrates). The

IVM allows a choice of molecular dynamics integration

algorithm, including a sixth order predictor–corrector
algorithm in addition to the usual velocity Verlet

method. Cartesian gradient minimization remains useful

in initial structure determination in order to achieve

correct covalent geometries; one can then use a reduced

set of internal coordinates for better efficiency. Xplor-

NIH also supports structure determination through

metric matrix distance geometry calculations [20], in-

cluding substructure embedding without triangulation
to provide starting structures for simulated annealing

using the hybrid distance geometry-simulated annealing

method [21].

Xplor-NIH structure calculations are generally per-

formed in the absence of solvent molecules. While the

inclusion of explicit water is possible (and sometimes

performed [22]), this becomes quite expensive compu-

tationally, and it is our belief that the use of explicit
solvent introduces an unnecessary, uncontrolled depen-

dence on various force field parameters. We prefer to

include solvent effects via knowledge-based potentials,

described below.

The XPLOR language contains an interface to the

VMD molecular structure viewer. This interface is used

by the VMD-XPLOR package [14] to load structures,

labels and trajectories from Xplor-NIH, and can be used
to run structure calculations on one computer while

displaying the results on another.

2.1. Potential energy terms

The following potential energy terms find frequent

use in NMR structure determination.

2.1.1. Covalent geometry

Xplor-NIH has support for the usual idealized co-

valent energy terms (bonds, angles, and improper tor-

sions). In NMR structure determination, it is often

desirable to avoid artifacts introduced by molecular

force fields, so only energy terms which encode geo-

metric structure information are included. Covalent
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terms ensure that fixed bond lengths, bond angles,
planar atom groups, and chiral centers are correct.

2.1.2. Non-bonded contacts

Non-bonded contact potential terms include a re-

pulsive quartic van der Waals term [21,23], which is used

solely to prevent atoms from overlapping, and can be

scaled down such that atoms may move through each

other. This potential term has been augmented in an
attractive–repulsive quartic van der Waals term [24]

designed to combine the attractive well of the Lennard–

Jones potential with the overall behavior, computational

efficiency, and flexibility of the quartic repulsive poten-

tial. In addition to the quartic non-bonded terms are

conventional empirical terms, such as Lennard–Jones,

electrostatic, and dihedral angle potentials from the

CHARMM (CHARMM19, CHARMM20) empirical
energy function. Finally, a radius of gyration potential

[11] can be used in combination with the repulsive vdw

term (or the attractive–repulsive quartic term) to opti-

mize internal packing. The radius of gyration is readily

calculated for globular proteins from the number of

residues, and for non-globular proteins, the protein can

readily be subdivided into overlapping, approximately

globular, segments [11].

2.1.3. NMR observables

A number of potential energy terms are included in

Xplor-NIH which correspond to NMR observables. Of

these terms, the most important is the NOE-derived

interproton distance restraint term. Xplor-NIH sup-

ports multiple forms for the NOE potential energy, in-

cluding harmonic, biharmonic [4], square-well [8], and a
form containing an asymptotic cutoff for very large vi-

olations [23]. Corresponding to each NOE peak are two

atom selections specifying the nuclei involved. An im-

portant feature of the NOE term is flexibility in the

definition of the restraint distance r in the case of am-

biguous or indistinguishable atoms. The center averag-

ing method uses the distance between the centers of the

two selections, and is appropriate for use with methyl
groups and with non-stereospecifically assigned meth-

ylenes and aromatics when used with a pseudo-atom

correction [25]. Also available are r�6 and r�3 averaging

in which the distance is calculated as hr�6i�1=6 and

hr�3i�1=3, respectively [7]. For ambiguous restraints it is

best to use the sum averaging method, in which the

distance is calculated as ½nhr�6i=nmono��1=6
, where n is

the number of restraint distances specified by the selec-
tion and nmono is the number of monomers [26].

Complete cross-validation for interproton distance

restraints (as well as NOE intensity restraints) [27] and

the automated iterative NOE assignment method ARIA

[28,29] are also implemented in Xplor-NIH.

Complimentary to NOE distance restraint informa-

tion are long-range orientational restraints which pro-

vide orientational information of a vector or atom
group relative to an external axis system. These include

residual dipolar couplings for fixed distance vectors

[30,31] and vectors of variable length (e.g., 1H–1H vec-

tors) [12], heteronuclear T1=T2 ratios for molecules that

tumble anisotropically [32,33], and chemical shift an-

isotropy [19,34]. Currently, all the orientational re-

straints are treated similarly. The tensor orientation is

represented by a tetratom pseudo-molecule, while the
other parameters of the tensors need to be explicitly

specified. In the case of the residual dipolar coupling

potential simultaneous optimization of the magnitude of

the alignment tensor is also available (C.D.S. and

G.M.C., unpublished).

Additional potential terms for NMR observables

include:

• Torsion angle restraints [8] derived from three-bond
J couplings in combination with NOE/ROE data,

available in square-well and harmonic forms.

• Three-bond J coupling constant restraints [35] which

are related to torsion angles via Karplus relation-

ships. Harmonic and square-well potentials are avail-

able, but it is best to use the former with the force

constant chosen such that the rms difference between

observed and calculated values matches experimental
measurement error.

• 1JCa–Ha coupling constant restraints [36]: these cou-

plings are related to / and w angles by an empirical

relationship [37].

• Three-bond amide deuterium isotope effects on 13C

shifts: these are related to w angles by an empirical re-

lationship that has the same functional form as a

Karplus relationship [38], and can therefore be re-
fined against in the same manner as 3J coupling con-

stants [39].

• 13Ca=
13Cb secondary shifts [40], which are empirically

related to /=w values [41].

• 1H chemical shifts restraints [42,43], which include

the capability of dealing with non-stereospecifically

assigned methylene and methyl groups.

• Direct refinement against NOE intensities using com-
plete relaxation matrix calculations [44,45]. This ap-

proach is compute intensive, and for this reason is

used infrequently and then only in the very last stages

of a refinement protocol.

2.1.4. Knowledge-based potentials of mean force

In addition to potential terms associated with NMR

experiments, Xplor-NIH contains terms generated from
high resolution structures present in the PDB. These

potentials of mean force seek to bias conformational

space sampling during simulated annealing to regions

that are known to be physically realizable. These

database potential terms are useful due to the limited

nature of the structural restraints obtained from NMR,

and serve as a substitute for realistic nonbonded
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interactions. However, great care is taken during the
construction of the database potentials such that they

do not bias the structures away from the experimental

restraints.

There are multidimensional torsion angle database

potentials of mean force for proteins and nucleic acids,

including raw potentials [24,46] as well as smoother

potentials consisting of fitted Gaussians or quartic wells

[13,18]. Examples of protein intraresidue data currently
implemented include 2D (/=w, v1=v2, v2=v3, v3=v4), 3D
(/=w=v1, v1=v2=v3, v2=v3=v4) and 4D (/=w=v1=v2,
v1=v2=v3=v4) torsion angle correlations. In addition to

intraresidue correlations, there are interresidue four-

dimensional correlations of /=w with /=w of residue

i� 1, as well as residue iþ 1, which can be employed in

cases of limited experimental data [46].

A separate set of potentials exists for groups that are
close in space. These include the base-base positional

potential for DNA [15,47]. These potentials are also

available for RNA base-base interactions [48], protein

sidechain-sidechain interactions, protein sidechain-

DNA, and protein sidechain-RNA interactions [36]. For

nucleic acids this leads to a significant increase in ac-

curacy as judged by cross-validation and circumvents

limitations associated with conventional representations
of non-bonded contacts (e.g., the repel term tends to

lead to expanded structures, and the Lennard-Jones

term tends to lead to structural compression) [15,48].

2.1.5. Other potentials

There are also a set of generally useful potential

terms. These include explicit planarity restraints, one

application of which is to nucleic acid base pairs to al-
low propeller twisting without undue buckling. A non-

crystallographic symmetry term is useful in treating

homomultimeric structures (e.g., protein dimers, tri-

mers, tetramers, and palindromic DNA). In addition,

there is a potential term for direct refinement against

crystallographic structure factors [10,49,50] and facilities

are available to readily carry out joint NMR/Xray

refinement calculations [51].

2.2. Parameter and topology information

Xplor-NIH is distributed with multiple parameter

sets. These include parameter and topology sets for

proteins and nucleic acids adapted for purely geometric

refinements, which we recommend for NMR refinement.

These parameters may be easily modified by end-users
so as to ensure very small deviations from idealized

covalent geometry, while satisfying experimental re-

straints and achieving good non-bonded contacts (i.e.

no atomic overlaps). Full empirical energy functions

(CHARMM19/20, OPLS [52]) are also available. Fi-

nally, it is straightforward to adapt parameter and to-

pology files for any empirical energy function (e.g.,

AMBER [53], etc.) which employs the same analytic
form for the electrostatics, hydrogen bonding and van

der Waals Lennard-Jones potentials as CHARMM19/

20. Note that obtaining parameters and topology in-

formation for other systems, including polysaccharides

and small molecules, is relatively simple. Non-proton

information can be generated from arbitrary molecular

coordinates using the XPLO2D [54] program. Infor-

mation relating to protons can then be easily added
manually to these files. Similarly, parameter-only in-

formation can be generated using the learn facility of

Xplor-NIH.

3. C++ framework

XPLOR [1] was written in FLECS, a dialect of
FORTRAN77. We have translated this code to stan-

dard FORTRAN77 to remove a convoluted prepro-

cessing stage, and to facilitate debugging. However,

FORTRAN is not as expressive as more modern com-

piled languages, such as C++ or Java. FORTRAN

suffers from a lack of language support for object-ori-

ented techniques, poor character string support, and

lack of standard dynamic memory management tools,
making it quite cumbersome to develop new features,

such as new potential energy terms. Most recent work

on Xplor-NIH has employed the C++ as the compiled

language. This language addresses the above deficiencies

of FORTRAN without incurring a large performance

penalty. To undertake the melding of code in a sys-

tematic fashion, we have developed a common frame-

work for the C++ code analogous to that defined in
XPLOR.

One important task of the C++ framework is to

provide an efficient and convenient communication of

structure information, such as atomic positions, to and

from the FORTRAN framework when necessary. For

instance, on the C++ side, if a value is modified, a flag is

set signaling that copying is necessary. The FORTRAN

side has no such mechanism, but if the C++ side detects
that the size of an array (such as the number of atoms)

has changed, it assumes that the XPLOR values have

changed and will re-copy the whole array.

Within the C++ framework it is possible to define

new potential energy terms, such as those associated

with new NMR experiments. Such an energy term is

defined as a C++ class. If one wishes this energy term to

be evaluated, an instance of the class is created and
added to a list of energy terms to be evaluated. So that

these C++ energy terms are available to the XPLOR

interface, a hook has been added to XPLOR�s EN-

ERGY function which calls all of the energy terms in the

C++ energy list.

The C++ framework provides an atom selection type

which stores selection strings and calls XPLOR�s atom
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selection routine. Thus, the C++ atom selection lan-
guage maintains perfect fidelity with XPLOR�s version.

Note that the C++ framework makes extensive use of

a template library which borrows heavily from the

standard C++ template library. In addition to classes

for strings, regular expressions and container types such

as lists, the library contains linear algebra components

such as Matrix and Vector classes.

Some of the functionality in the C++ framework is
directly accessible via an XPLOR language interface.

Features accessible in this manner include the IVM [16]

and the VMD interface [14]. But the preferred mecha-

nism for interacting with the C++ framework is via the

scripting interface described in the next section.

4. Scripting interface

In recent years, powerful interpreted general purpose

scripting languages (GPSLs) such as Python, TCL and

Perl have seen increasing popularity as a programming

middle ground between a shell language, such as the

Bourne or C shells, and compiled languages, such as

FORTRAN, C++ and Java. These scripting languages

feature a full set of tools for string and regular expres-
sion processing, container types (such as arrays), sup-

port for mathematical operations and access to system

resources (like files and directories) in a rational, por-

table package. By contrast, shell languages are relatively

slow, with their library consisting of external programs

such as sed, awk, cut, and so on, providing unreliable

interfaces. GPSLs have found use in applications rang-

ing from web-page scripting to genome analysis. The
popularity of these languages means that there are many

packages implementing useful functionality, including

the VMD biomolecular graphical viewer [55] and the

NMRWish component of the NMRPipe spectrum

analysis package [56]. These packages can be combined

to further leverage each other�s work. The fact that the

GPSLs are standard, extensively documented, and

widely known is an additional advantage.
The XPLOR language also ranks as a scripting lan-

guage, but it lacksmany features of aGPSL: in particular,

simple string, regular expression, and mathematical

handling. Also, it is not a full featured programming

language in that it does not allow one to define functions,

or provide object-oriented constructs. In the past, exter-

nal programs such as sed and awk were used to manip-

ulateXPLOR input files such as assignment tables (e.g., to
convert NOE peak-pick tables from PIPP [57] to XPLOR

restraint files; to separate out dipolar coupling restraint

files into working and reference sets for cross-validation

[58]). Since a GPSL is fully capable of performing these

tasks, XPLOR outfitted with aGPSL interface would not

require the external programs, and hence the structure

determination process would be streamlined.

Being interpreted, the GPSLs lack the computational
efficiency of a compiled language, and require a com-

piled language to perform compute-intensive calcula-

tions such as the evaluation of the full non-bonded

potential energy term for a large system. Therefore an

interface between the GPSL and the compiled language

is necessary. For this purpose we employ the SWIG

package [59], which semi-automatically generates the

code needed to call C and C++ functions. Currently,
SWIG is used to generate wrappers for the Python and

TCL scripting languages. With the aid of SWIG, gen-

erating an interface for an additional GPSL can be

achieved without much effort. In contrast, the scripting

interface for the XPLOR scripting language is con-

structed manually in nested if-then loops which burden

the FORTRAN code with considerable complexity.

4.1. Current features of the GPSL interface

The GPSL interface is currently under active devel-

opment. Both Python and TCL interfaces have been

implemented to maximize the number of external pro-

grams and tools which can be utilized in conjunction

with Xplor-NIH. Developers can implement new fea-

tures in whichever language they are more comfortable
with, as the full basic functionality is available to both

scripting languages. We expect to add new features

shortly, but the basics of the existing interface will re-

main unchanged. Here we describe the current status.

Full inter-language scripting is provided to enable the

widest possible reuse of existing scripts. For instance,

one can execute arbitrary XPLOR or TCL commands

from the Python interface, and likewise execute python
commands from the XPLOR and TCL interfaces. Data

can be interchanged between the scripting languages via

various mechanisms. In interactive mode it is possible to

jump from one interactive prompt to another. Thus, the

full power of the XPLOR language is available from the

GPSL interfaces.

Potential energy terms written in C++ are intended to

be manipulated via the GPSLs. These terms are activated
in the XPLOR interface by enabling the SCRIpting en-

ergy term within the FLAGs statement. This makes it

possible to reuse existing XPLOR scripts with simple

modifications to include newpotential energy terms.Note

that it is possible to code potential energy terms directly in

the GPSL, although such terms would suffer a serious

performance penalty relative to those coded in C++. A

schematic diagram depicting the programmatic relation-
ship among the various components of Xplor-NIH is

shown in Fig. 1.

Currently, the following GPSL/C++ types include:

• The Simulation object which provides access to basic

structure information. Through this object one can

obtain atom coordinates, names, bonding informa-

tion, and so on.
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• An IVM interface for molecular dynamics and mini-

mizations. This is particularly useful for manipula-

tions in rigid body and torsion angle coordinates.

• Access to the VMD interface. Graphical objects in

VMD are accessed via instances of object entities

within the GPSL interface.
• A new NOE potential term which is equivalent to

XPLOR�s AVERage¼ SUM potential [26], but

which allows the following restraint distance average

definition:

R ¼
X
ij

r�a
ij =nmono

" #�1=a

; ð1Þ

where the sum is over all ambiguous nuclei, nmono is

the number of monomers, and a is a variable pa-

rameter which typically ranges from its definition in
XPLOR of 6 down to 2. This definition enables

tuning (reducing) the effective barrier between energy

minima associated with each contribution to a set of

ambiguous assignments.

• An AtomSel type which stores a selection string and

associated atom indices. As covered in Section 3,

these atom indices are generated by calling XPLOR�s

atom selection subroutine. Operations may be per-

formed on atom selections using AtomSelAction

functions to achieve the functionality of XPLOR�s
VECTor statement.

• An interface to generate reweighted atom density

maps [60] without invoking VMD-XPLOR.
Global and module-specific interactive help functions

are provided for all of the modules.

Figs. 2 and 3 contain scripting examples from Python

and TCL, respectively. The corresponding commands in

the XPLOR scripting language are included for com-

parison.

5. Regression testing

Xplor-NIH is distributed with a full suite of regres-

sion tests both in the source and binary-only packages.

These tests are essential to obtain confidence that the

package operates properly. For end users, possible

problems can be caused by moving to a system with

slightly different hardware or operating system config-
uration from those used for compilation. For develop-

ers, the slightest change in a base library might break

python_interp

tcl = TCLInterp()
tcl.command("sim numAtoms")

vmd = VMDInter()
vmd_obj = vmd.makeObj("heavy_atoms")
vmd_obj.bonds("not hydro")

cpython "import ivm"
ctcl "puts [sim numAtoms]"

dynamics internal
  itype=powell
end

flags include scripting end
energy

Python

command "coor @file.pdb"

XPLOR FORTRAN C++ Framework

IVM

energy

scripting_energy

noe_energy

dipolar_coupling_energy

NOEPot

tcl_interp

xplor_interp

ps
  define heavy_atoms

  bonds (not hydro)
end

VMD Graphics package

XPLOR language

vmd_interface

TCL
XplorCommand "coor @$pdbFileName"

xplorSimulation calcEnergy

pyth command "d = ivm.IVM()"

pyth command "d.run()"

PyInterp pyth

pyth command "d.setStepType(’PC6’)"

min = IVM()
min.setStepType("Powell")
min.run()

Fig. 1. Schematic of the programmatic organization of Xplor-NIH. The three blue boxes represent scripting language functionality, and contain

representative script snippets. Yellow boxes represent functional computational units. Green arrowed lines denote the function call relationship

between the script snippets and functional units. Items on the left of the dashed vertical line are implemented in FORTRAN77, while those on the

right are primarily written in C++. (The Python and TCL languages are written in C.) The external VMD package [55] is shown as a magenta oval,

and is connected via a dashed line, representing a socket communication interface.
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some feature. These tests provide some assurance that

the package does indeed behave as it is expected to, and

allows quick identification as to where an error is lo-

cated. In the source package, we test components hier-

archically: the C++ template library contains a test

suite, as does the IVM and each potential term. The

XPLOR and GPSL interfaces contain a large collection

of test scripts along with the expected output. An au-
tomated procedure runs each script and reports dis-

crepancies. These tests are essential to validate a new

installation of Xplor-NIH.

6. Availability

Source and binary versions of Xplor-NIH are
available from the URL http://nmr.cit.nih.gov/xplor-

nih/ for noncommercial use. Commercial use of

Xplor-NIH should be arranged with the Accelrys

Corporation, but code developed outside the old

XPLOR framework (the C++ interface including the

IVM, etc.) are available to commercial and noncom-

mercial entities. Precompiled binary executables are

provided for multiple hardware/operating system
platforms including Intel/Linux, Alpha/Linux, Alpha/

OSF, Mips/Irix, Sparc/Solaris, PowerPC/Darwin (Ma-

cOS X). Where possible, these binaries have been

compiled with optimizing compilers. Also provided

with these distributions are a set of example scripts,

supporting databases, and test suites.
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